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KonaneiiWBHnH T.>1., Ma'!asapHaHH A.il., 
EMenhSIHeHKO LA. E4 - 10943 

~ccnellOBaHHe rrd- pacceSIHHH s o6nacru (3.3)-po3oHaHca 

Ha OCHOBe penHTKDHCTCKHX ypaBHeUHh 

Hccne!lyerca rrd -pacceHHHe B o6nacrn (3.3)-pe3oHaHca aa ocHose 

I 4BCTH'!HbJX peiJHTHBHCTCKHX ypasHeHHii. Pacc4JITaHbJ aH<jl¢epeHUHanbHOe 

H HHTerpanhHOe ce'!eHHH ynpyroro rrd -pacceHHHH H nonuoe Ce'!eHHe c 

Hcnonb30BBHHeM MaTpHu " N -cTonKHOBeHH H, onpe!leneHHbiX npH 

nOMOWH cjla3 pacCeSIHHH llO 3QQ M3B g H Ha OCHOBe peweHHH 

o6paTHoii 3alla'IK 
20 

'. n oKa3aHo, 'ITo: I) 3cjlcjleKT nonuoro 

I y'leTa penHTHBHCTCKOH KHHeMaTHKK nHOHa TOrO lKe nopSIIlK8
1 

'ITO 

H 3cjlcjleKT MHOrOKpaTHOrO pacceHHHH; 2) rrd -pacCeHHHe .QOCTBTO'!HO '!YB-

CTBHTenbHO K BHe3HepreTH'IeCKOMy nose!leHHIO MaTpHUbl rrN -CTOnKHOBeHHH; 

3) OCHOBHOH BKnBil OT MIIOrOKp8THOrO pacCeHHHH B Ce'leHHH BHOCSIT 
'lneubr c NN -nepepacceHHHeM, 

npoBe!leHO CpaBHeHrie C 3KCnepHMeUT8nhHbl~IH llBHHblMH, 

Pa6oTa BblllOnHeHa i3 na6opaTOpllll TeopeTH'IeCKOii <)JH3HKn OH.HII. 

llpenp&HT 061oeJ1BHeHHOro BHCTBTyTa •AepHWX BCCJJeJlOBaHBI.Jly6Ha 1977 
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The Study of rrd -Scattering in the (3.3) 
Resonance Region on the Basis of Three-Body 
Relativistic Equations 

The pion-deuteron scattering in the (3.3) resonance 
region is studied on the basis of the three-body relati
vistic equations /6/. The differential and integral cross 
sections for the rrd elastic scattering and total cross 
section are calculated using the rrN collision matrices de 
fined by fit with phase shifts up to 300 Mev/9\on the one 
hand, and the solution of the inverse rrN scattering prob
lemi~~It is s6own that i) the effect of the full account 
of the relativistic pion kinematics is of the same order 
as the multiple scattering effect, ii) the pion-deuteron 
scattering is rather sensitive to the off-shell behaviour 
of rrN scattering matrix and iii) the main contribution 
from the multiple scattering into the cross sections 
comes from the terms with NN rescattering. The compari
son with the experimental data is carried out. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The investigation of the pion-deuteron 
scattering is the first and necessary step 
for understanding pion scattering processes 
on more complicated nuclei. At present there 
is no universally accepted dynamical frame
work within which to describe the pion-nuc
lear system. For the pion-deuteron scatter
ing in the pion kinetic energy region T rr 'S.. 
S300 MeV the Faddeev equations on their rela
tivistic generalizations which are solvable 
(numerically) may serve as such a basis. 

In the past few years many studies /1-12/ 
were devoted to the investigations of the 
rrd -scattering in the framework of three-
body equations. Some of them use the non-re
lativistic three-body equations not only at 
low pion energy (in the calculations of the 
rrd -seat ter ing length /1-3/) , but also at the 
pion energy in the (3. 3) resonance region/5,11~ 
Making use of three-bo71o relativistic equa
tions obtained in ref. o/we have shown that 
the relativistic kinematics has to be taken 
into account even in the calculations of the 
rrd -scattering length. In studies /6-9/ 
some aspects of relativity (in the main the 
kinematical one) are includeA into conside
ration. For example, in ref. ?/ one of the 
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versions of the three-body relativistic equa- J 
tions obtained in ref/ 1 ~with the help of · 
Elankenbecler-Sugar (ES) procedure/14/ is used 
but the relativistic transformation between 
two- and three-body c.m.f. is ignored. In 
ref./97 the relativistic kinematics is taken 
into account only in the propagator by using 
the relativistic expression for the pion kine
tic energy. In ref. 181 there are used Lo- . 
rentz invariant three- body equations obtained/ 15/ 
using the ES procedurel1~and the idea of iso-
bar dominance. These equations are generalized 
to particles with spin and iso spin in ref ./12/. 

The relativistic equations for the 77d · 
scattering problem derived in ref. 16 ~· on the 
basis of relativistic three-body equations/16/ 

in the quasi-potential Logunov-Tavkhelidze / 17/ 

approach take into account the Lorentz-trans
formation between two- and three-body c.m.f. 
and involve the propagators with linear ener
gy-dependence contrary to the non- linear 
propagator in the equations of refs. /7,8,12/. 
As a result, in the equations/6 / the so-called 
"cluster property" of the Faddeev equations 
has been conserved. ~hat is more the equa
tions 161 are a natura 1 generalization of the 
corresponding non-relativistic equations and 
allow a simple non-relativistic reduction. 
t~re we would like to mention another ap
proach to the 77d-scattering problem based 
on the application of the boundary condition 
method taking into account the relativity 
deve 1 oped in the studies 118/. The basic equa
tions of ref. 161 are used here for the 77d 
scattering study in the (3.3) resonance region. 
The main aim of the present investigation is 
to clarify the importance of some effects 
of relativistic kinematics and the dependence 
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of the 77d -scattering cross section on the 
different choice of 77N -interactions. The 
role of nucleon-nucleon rescattering for the 
77d -scattering processes is considered as 
well. 

2. TrREE- BODY RELATIVISTIC EQUATIONS 
AND ThE SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The system of integral equations for par
tial transition matrices with given total an
gular momentum and isospih of the 77NN -sys
tem taking into account the identity of nuc
leons which are obtained in the separable 
model for two-particle interaction have the 
following schematic forms 161 

-1 

T 11 = K12°2 T 2+3,1' 
(1) 

-1 -1 
12+3~1 2K21+ZK21°1 1 11-K23D2T2+3,1' 

where T 11 is the rrd -elastic scattering 
matrix,T2+3.1 the auxiliary transition matrix, 
DJ.1 and D 21 the propagators for NN and rrN 
system in the separable (isobar) model, 
K12(x, y) = K~ 1 (y, x) and K23 (x,y) are the 
kernels ot the integral equations the radial 
parts including the relativistic kinematics 
for pion (particle 1) and nucleon (particles 
2 and 3) has the form /6/ (with equality 
¢ki = x ki to be easily checked) 

A.A.f 
h 1 J 

ij 
\ +Aj L[Lf·\-Aj 1 

(qi,qj, Po) =qi qj 'Jp f(x)dxai(qjk'q i,x)x 
-1 
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/.... L. -/... · 
I J J 

[¢ .k(q .,q. ,x)] [¢ k. (q . ,q . ,x)] 
( 

(jl) J I J I I J 
>. a . q k ., q . , J o x 

J 1 J L· L· 
q. 1q J[p +iO-(u (q.)-uJ .(q )-w (q )] 

jk kl 0 I I J J k I( (2) 

S i J i I i S .J . I . <u ( q ) ( q ) ( ) ( ) u 
yg (q )g J J J c .)[--~~K0 k qki w i qki , 

12 

Li .Jk L. qk1 -"---J . 
J <d / q j)<ll k ( q k)uJ k ( q k) w i ( q i) 

J I 
S J I Here g 1 1 1 (q ) . 
L 1 23 

J 2I2 
g L (q 3~ 

2 
and g I 3 3(q 12) 

'3 

represent the form 
interactions 

factors for NN and rrN 

1 -) ~ • -~ I --+ 

qik = 1-q J -¢jk (q i'q .i • x)q i I· qki = 1-q i -<,Jki (qi ,q j,x)4jl' 

(3) 

(J). ( q ·) 
¢ .k (q .,q .,x) = -if--_1- -t 

J I J s;~(q) 
+ ------------------- ( 4) 

~ ~ 
s jk (q)[<,J j (q j) + wk (q J + sjk (q)] 

sjk(q)= [wj(qj)+<ok(qk)l2-q~; uli(q)=ym~+q2, (5) 

.... .... (q· .q.) 
q = I q . + q . I ; X = __ I __ .L . 

k I J q.q. 
I J 

The expression for the relative momentum of 
the jk pair, q .k (3) is obtained using 
the Lorentz trahsformation from three-body 
c.m.f. with relevant Jacob momenta 

.... .... 

P 
..... = mkPj -m ·pk jk ___ j __ 

m j+ m k 

...... -) --+ -+ 

:l\=P J+pk=qi to the 
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two-body c.m.f. then for the corresponding 
transformation for two-body t-matrix we 
have 161 

.... - .... .... 
'I i (p Jk' p jk. POi. pi ) 

= ai (q Jk ,q ,i ,P 0 )yw j( q ,jk)<,Jk (q Jk) x 

l --------
X 1 i ( q; k ' q j k p i Y w j ( q j k) w k ( q }k) a i ( q J k 'q i ' p o) ' 

( 2 2 .... 2 2 ->2 P =Poi-Pi= lPo -u)i(qi)l -q i 

(6) 

where P
0 

i s the tot a 1 energy of the rrd s y s -
tern. 

The functions a. afd a. in eqs. (2) and (6) 
are defined in ref./6 andJare equal to unity 
if the collision matrix is on the energy 
shell P0 = wi(qJ)+uJJ(qi) +wk(qk). Notice 
that the relativistic relative momenta used 
in ref./ 1~ for the case (a) are the same as 
~Jk and ~ki as to the case ~) the func-

t i on -../ ;;-:;-- = , ' P ~ 
q i • I 

appeared in some formulas 

/12/ 
in ref. needs to be redetermined as it was 
done, for example, in ref. 161 because it 
becomes complex at high momentum q .. 

In the non-relativistic limit fdr the 
nucleons ~/M .... m and for the pion with fully 
relativistic kinematics (case "FRPK") we 
have 
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a =a :::. 1 
1 2 

uJ2(q)=w3(q)=M' 

(7) 

- 1. ¢ - ~~)-· cl
1 

= 0 ::_ ___ M ___ , 
¢ --- - '-,---21 13 ( ) 23 2 ' 31 M + cu (q ) M + cu q 

1 7T 1 77 

where M is the nucleon mass. If the relativis
tic kinematics is taken into account only 
in propagators via the relativistic expres
sion for the pion kinetic energy semi-classi
cal relativistic pion kinematic, case "SRPK" 
then in (7) it should be put cLJ (q)=m .where m 

0 } 0 7T 7T 7T 1s t1e p1on mass. 
The function T 1

1
10 (E 1) corr~sponding 

to the NN interaction v.ith 3 S
1 

+ 3 :J~ 
1 

bound 
state dominance (e.g., deuteron) has the form 

T 110 (E ) ' (M d - E I\ ~. 2 [ [;;--::;-( q) 'iOll" d_-;; l q) 1-
1 1 1 1 1 (8) 

[g 110(q)] 2q 2dq 
L1 

Here Md is the deuteron mass and E 1 the to
tal energy for NN in the c.m.f. For the form 
factor gt~(q) we use_t~e expression for 
a rank-one potential 1 191 which gives a good 
fit to the phase up to 100 MeV (c.m.f.) with 
non-relativistic kinematics. For the relati
vistic case we use the same form factor 11 9/ 

since the functions T po (E 1 ) (8) with rela
tivistic kinematics in \he energy region 
under consideration do not practically differ 
from the non-relativistic ones as our calcu
lations show. For pion-nucleon interactions 
with non-relativistic nucleon we use 19/ 
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J I 
2 2 ] 2 2dq 

Ll212 -1 oo [gL2 (~---q-----, (9) 
T (E2) =AL J I -{)J -E- - q 2j2M--uJ1(qJ+i0 2 222 -m

1 

J I 2 . k where the form factor gL2 (q) 1s ta -.en to 
2 

fit the selected data for the phase shifts 
up to 300 MeV, E 2 is the total rrN energy 
in the c.m.f. 

For pion-nucleon interaction with rela
tivistic pion and nucleon use is made of 

J I 
t 2 2 (E ) 

L 2 2 L 2J 2I 2 
T 2 (E 2) (10) 

I v J 2 I2(k ) l 2 
J I L2 E2 

where tL~ 2 (E 2 ) is the on-shell rrN collision 
matrix aild the form factor v~~ 1 2 1 1is defi-
ned in the momentum region ::._ 3 GeV 1 201 on the 
basis of the solution of the inverse scat
tering problem making use of the Lippma&
Schwinger equation with relativistic kine
matics*. 

As far as the nd scattering problem is 
considered in the (3.3) resonance region and 
we are mainly interested in the relative 
effects we have neglected the others than 
the P 33 -wav_e in the 11N interactions. As 
to the NN interactions we are limited by 
the 3 S 1 -wave. The system of the integra 1 
equations (1) has beer1 solved for partial 
transition matrices with total angular mo
mentaJ~6. For the pion-deuteron relative 
orbital angular momentum P1 all the allowed 
values were included in the calculations. 

---*The-authors would-like to thank Dr. 
E.Moniz who kindly sent us all the data on 
rrd collision matrix necessary for our calcu
lations. 
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The nd elastic scattering amplitudes with 
f; I f 1 are found to be negligibly small. 

The calculation of the radial part h .. 
of the kernels of the integral equatio~~ was 
carried out with a given (L%) relative accu
racy by the contour rotation method /21/. The 
system of inhomogeneous linear integral 
equations was reduced to an equivalent sys
tem of algebraic complex equations which 
was solved by the iteration method. The num
ber of the approximation procedure points 
was taken under the condition of the approxi
maticn of a given accuracy and stability of 
the first iteration as well as a stable 
convergence of the iteration series. For the 
approximation of the potential/~ltabulated 
the Lagrange interpolation polynomials of 
the second and third order and the spline sl221 
of the third order have been used. The re
sults are found to be independent of the 
method of integration. The calculations were 
performed on the computer CDC- 6500 and 
BESM-6 of the JINR (Dubna). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The differential and integral nd clastic 
scattering cross sections have been calcu
lated making use of their expressions derived 
in ref/6

/ The total cross section \<'as, as 
usual, calculated with the help of the op
tical theorem. The results of the numerical 
calculations are given in fig_~~_!_:-_§_ with the 
available experimental data. In fig~l-4 
we compare the results obtained using the 
rrN collision matrix with propagator (9) 
but in the twu different approximations: 
1) the relativistic pion kinematics is taken 
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into account or.ly in a semi-relativistic 
mar.ner (case "SRPK") and 2) the relativistic 
pion kinematics is included in full in the 
calculations (case "FRPK"). \-I.e see that the 
inclusion in full of the pion relativistic 
kinematics leads to a noticeable decrease 
of the value of the cross sections and this 
effect is of the same order as the multiple 
scattering effect. This result seems to be 
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important for better understanding of the 
pion scattering precesses on more complica
ted nuclei ~hich at the present stage of 
the ~evelopment of nuclear physics are trea
ted non-relativistically and therefore in 
studying the pion-nucleus scattering it is 
more consistent to consider the nucleus non
relativistically and the pion, if necessary, 
relativistically. Here it is worth while 
noting that our approximation ''~RPK" coinci
de s w i t h "R P K" / l2; b u t our "F R P K" d i f fer s from 
"RP KI "/1 2/.Name 1 y, in the case "RP KI" the 
relativistic kinematics for the picn and nuc
leon are included in the form factors g ~~J~ 1 
and g lt 2 making use of the relativistic 
expression (3) for the relative momenta q' 

and q instead of the non-relativistic ones 
in the "RPK" where in addition the nucleon 
is treated non-relativistically in the pro
pagators. In our approximation "FRPK" the 
nucleon is considered to be non-relativistic 
and the pion relativistic kinerr,atics is taken 
into account not only in the propagators and 
form factors hut in full in the expression 
(2) according to the transition to the limit 
(7). Our calculations shah that the main 
contribution from the multiple scattering 
into the cross sections comes frc~ the terms 
with nucleon-nucleon rescattering betheen 
tho picn-nucleon interactions. This result 
is in a qualitative agreement with an analo
gous results of Tefs. 75 • 8 • 121 and means that 
the term K 23T;1 

T 2 + 3 , 1 can be neglected in 
eq. (1) at least in the energy region under 
study. This fact has been used in the calcu
lations the results of which are discussed 
below. 
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14 

The results of our calculations in which 
the inverse problem solution for the rrN col
lision matrix is used are given in figs. 5 
and 6. Comparing these results with the re
sults of figs..:__l:-_! in the case "FRPK" one 
should bear in mind that the case "FRK" 
includes two additional effects: that of 
the nucleon relativistic kinematics and of 
the different off-shell behaviour of the rrN 
collision matrix. The latter is caused by the 
fact that in the "FRPK" case use is made of 
the rrN phase shifts in an energy region up 
to 300 MeV and in the "RFK" case in a much 
wider energy reg ion /20/.The rna in contribution 
to the integration of eq. (1) as the calcu
lations show, comes from the momentum region 
up to 3007400 MeV/c, where the nucleon may 
be considered to be nonrelativistic. There
fore the difference between the cross sec
tions in figs. 1-4 ("FRPK") and in figs.5,6 
is caused by different choice of the rrN 
collision matrix. As a result, we come to 
the conclusion that in the (3.3) resonance 
region the rrd scattering is rather sensitive 
to the off-shell behaviour of the rrN t-mat
rix (a similar conclusion is made in 
refs. /23,24/ on the basis of calculation of 
the single scattering term for the rrd elastic 
scattering). Here it is worth while to 
mention the work/ 2~ where it is shown that 
the two solutions of the inverse rrN scat
tering problem with different sets of the 
phase shifts in the energy region E > 
> 1900 MeV have led practically to the~ same 
results for therr12C scattering. The different 
sensitivity of the rrd and rr12C scattering 
to the off-shell behaviour is probably due 
to two reasons: the approximation of the 
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In .fig_~_._?_ and~ we compare the results 
of calculations with experimental data. The 
differential cross section at different 
energy ari.d for both the cases "FRK" and 
"FRPK" we are interested in, are shown to 
be in satisfactory agreement hith experime~t 
data in the angle region e em< soo. \A;t-ile in 
the region Ocm>W 0 it is impossible to make 
a detailed comparison, since in this region, 
according to refs. / 5•7 •8 ·12/, a considerable 
contribution comes from the deuteron 1-
state, which is neglected in our c~lcula
tions. In fig. 7 the differential cross 
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section at T~ =1600 MeV is given for the 
sake of illustration. From fig. 8 we see that 
the total cross section obtained in the case 
"FRK" gives a somewhat better description 
of the experimental data 127/ than in the 
"FRPK" case, though there is a considerable 
discrepa~cy beyond the resonance. One of 
the possible reasons for this discrepancy may 
be the neglect of the other than P 33 -wave 
in the rrN interactions, for example, ~f -waves 
the relative role of which increases with 
increasing pion energy. Notice that, the 
discrepancy at high energy .(beyond the re
sonance) with the experimental data is also 
seen in the calculations of ref. /1~. 

· In conclusion we would like to note that 
the three-body relativistic equations of 
ref _Is/ allow us to study the other than 
elastic channel of the ~ interactions, 
such as pion scattering with deuteron disin
tegration and the charge exchange processes 
which are at present being studied. 
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